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After Conflict Era

 WIP: This article is a work in progress and is not yet approved for usage in the RP.

With the fall of the two Reiche and the rise of the first World Government, the Verdienstorden, knowledge
of multi-stage nuclear devices was ruthlessly purged and Abwehr found a long-standing piece for the first
time in centuries. Of course, this was after the brutal two-month war that brought the Verdienstorden
into power. The reign of the Verdienstorden would be filled with Space Exploration and ruthless
oppression.

Reformation from Terror

Rather than an age, the Reformation from Terror is a short period between 00 AC and 20 AC (between
1485 and 1420 years before the Yamatai Star Empire. During this time, the old ways were altered and
the new government consolidated.

Important Events of the Time

Hochzeitsreise

Aptly put, Hochzeitsreise (or Honeymoon) was a time where the citizen would be freed from the terror
and found safety in the new World Government. Between the years 21 and 80 After Conflict (1419 and
1216 years before the Yamatai Star Empire), the Verdienstorden would fund numerous projects for the
benefit of Abwehrkind and lead the Abwehrans into the Jaspis IV regions of the Jaspis system.

Important Events of the Time

Oppression of the People

Freedom from fear and being secure can only make a people happy for so long before the need for
freedom arises. Between the years of AC 81 and AC 150 (1215 and 972 years before the Yamatai Star
Empire), the Abwehran people began to slowly realize what they had gotten themselves into with the loss
of both superpowers. Because of this, the times of this period were fraught with political movements and
even some rebellions.
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Hope Rises

While the hope of the people was not known until the middle of this time period, the time between AC
151 and AC 176 (971 and 884 years before the Yamatai Star Empire) is often proclaimed as Home Rises
or the Age of Hope. It was during this time that Elisa Rosentha], the future First Empress of the Abwehran
Star Empire started her movement to free the Abwehran people from oppression. It was also during this
time that a Cult movement surrounding the future Empress began to take hold.

Important Events of the Time
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